First Quarter 2016

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences appeared in:

- **222** total media citations (June 2016 – August 2016)
- **73** top-tier media citations (June 2016 – August 2016)

### Selected Media Hits

#### June

**Dallas Morning News**
Four business questions on the Rangers, their new ballpark and Arlington the enabler
(Rick Eckstein, Sociology)

**The Washington Post**
Conservatives decry Pope Francis’s statement that ‘the great majority’ of marriages are religiously null
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology)

**The New York Times**
After Orlando Shooting, ‘False Flag’ and ‘Crisis Actor’ Conspiracy Theories Surface
(Derek Arnold, Communication)

**Atlanta Journal-Constitution**
SunTrust Park parking restricted near Cobb County stadium
(Rick Eckstein, Sociology)

**Catholic News Service**
Action on gun violence is a respect life issue in the eyes of some
(Brett Wilmot, Ethics)

#### July

**Fast Company**
Millennials Aren't More Motivated By "Purpose" Than The Rest Of Us
(Katina Sawyer, Psychology)

**Daily Mail**
Who's to blame for teenagers having sex? Parents and peers - and NOT the media, study claims
(Patrick Markey, Psychology)

**Forbes**
'Orange Dwarfs' Most Likely To Harbor Intelligent Life, Say Astronomers
(Edward Guinan, Astronomy)

**Fast Company**
Four Signs Someone Is About to Quit, And What To Do To Get Them To Stay
(Katina Sawyer, Psychology)
BBC
Ransomware 'stopped' by new software (Henry Carter, Computer Science)

Christian Science Monitor
Will Pence help Trump win over women voters? (Christine Kelleher Palus, Public Administration)

Philadelphia Inquirer
'Nova history department gets $10 million grant (CLAS)

Fast Company
Millenials Aren't More Motivated By "Purpose" Than The Rest Of Us (Katina Sawyer, Psychology)

USA Today
Personal attacks shadow Hillary Clinton's big moment (Matt Kerbel, Political Science)

WHYY
Villanova University Professor Discusses Protest Movements (Billie Murray, Communication)

Pacific Standard
Will Pence help Trump win over women voters? (John Johannes, Political Science)

August

USA Today
Trump campaign slogan bound for immortality; his rival's, maybe not (Matthew Kerbel, Political Science)

Voice of America
Professor Gordon Coonfield Discusses Symbolism of Black Lives Matter (Gordon Coonfield, Communication)

Inside Philanthropy
This Historic Campus Gift Is Yesterday's News. Which Is Exactly the Point. (CLAS)

Fast Company
Is Multitasking Bad for You or Not? (Charles Folk, Psychology)

Forbes
Why You're Not Management Material -- And How To Get There (Katina Sawyer, Psychology)

Los Angeles Times
Much is at stake for Brazil as it takes center stage in the Olympics (Lowell Gustafson, Political Science)

WHYY Radio
Searching for a tiny signal from the very beginning of the universe (David Chuss, Astronomy)
Christian Science Monitor

*Why Trump’s warning of ‘rigged election’ isn't credible* (Matt Kerbel, Political Science)

Huffington Post

*Catholic Church Leaders In America Have Been Astoundingly Silent On Trump* (Massimo Faggioli, Theology)

Los Angeles Times

*Ryan Lochte changes details of Rio robbery story; authorities pull two of his teammates off plane* (Lowell Gustafson, Political Science)

NPR

*This Planet Just Outside Our Solar System Is ‘Potentially Habitable’* (Edward Guinan, Astronomy)

Philadelphia Inquirer

*Commentary: Pa. has more to do on school funding fairness* (Theodore Arapis, Public Administration)

Philadelphia Inquirer

*How Villanova scientists scoped out 'new' planet for water* (Edward Guinan, Astronomy)

Philadelphia Inquirer

*Stories never before told from The Orphan Train* (Judith Giesberg, History)

The New York Times

*Why We Never Die* (Gabriel Rockhill, Philosophy)